


 poet personifies the west wind 

 calls it a destroyer as well as preserver 

 wind makes its its power felt on land, on sea and also 
in the sky 

 shows the poet’s great love for liberty and revolution 

 wants to become as free and impetuous as the west 
wind is 



 poet describes the power of the west wind on land 

 calls the west wind the breath of Autumn’s being 
because this wind starts blowing in the autumn season 

 dead leaves fly away in fear from its unseen presence 

 west wind is a destroyer as well as a preserver 

 destroys the old vegetation in order to bring forth the 
new one 



 poet describes the power of the West Wind in the sky 

 it scatters dark clouds in the sky 

 clouds are the angels of rain and lightning  

 closing night is like the dome of its vast sepulchre 

 west wind has congregated all the dark clouds from 
which rain, lightning and hail will burst 



 poet describes the power of the west wind over the 
ocean 

 it wakes the blue Mediterranean from its summar 
dreams 

 level waters of the Atlantic cleave themselves into 
chasms for its path 

 vegetation growing at the bottom of the ocean also 
grows gray with fear on hearing its voice 

 Leaves start trembling and shed themselves 



 poet prays to the west wind to make him his lyre 

 should not take into account the falling leaves of the 
poet 

 should blow through the poet’s verses as its does 
through the forests 

 should become the trumpet of a prophecy through the 
poet’s lips 

 should spread everywhere the poet’s optimistic belief 
that if Winter comes, Spring can’t be far behind 

 


